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Rialto Capital is offering a hodgepodge of distressed, 
small-balance assets as a package.

The portfolio contains 411 loans with a total original bal-
ance of $125.8 million and a current balance of $92 million. 
Some 63.7% of the total is secured, primarily by residential 
lots, land and single-family homes that are concentrated in 
the Southeast. The remaining 36.3% consists of unsecured 
commercial loans.

Virtually all of the real estate loans are in various stages 
of foreclosure, “providing investors with an abbreviated and 
clear path toward obtaining title to collateral,” according to 
marketing materials distributed by Mission Capital, which is 
advising Miami-based Rialto on the offering.

Investors must bid on the entire portfolio. Initial offers 
are due Oct. 5. A sale is expected to be completed by mid-
November. 

Rialto Shops Distressed Portfolio
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HFF has added an industrial investment-sales team in Chicago. Kurt Sarbaugh and Robin Stolberg started this week as directors. 	 ey moved over from JLL, where they spent nearly a decade and le�  as senior vice presidents. 	 e duo replaces former HFF managing director Pat Sullivan, who le�  in March to join NAI Hiffman as a senior vice president.

Meanwhile, Seattle broker David Otis also moved to HFF from JLL. He started this month as a director, handling o�  ce, land, retail and industrial sales in Greater Seattle. Otis spent three years as a vice president on JLL’s Seattle capital-markets team. Before that he had two-year 
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TA Shops Core Portfolio Valued at $2 BillionTA Associates is marketing a sprawling portfolio of core commercial properties 
that could attract bids of roughly $2 billion.� e package encompasses 71 well-leased o�  ce, industrial and multi-family 
properties spread across the country, mostly in major metropolitan areas. � e o�  ce 
and industrial buildings total some 11 million square feet, and there are some 2,700 
apartments. TA prefers to sell the portfolio intact.� e Boston fund shop typically sells assets one-by-one or grouped by asset 
class. But institutional demand for mixed-property portfolios persuaded it to 
launch the broad o ering. TA’s broker, JLL, will launch the marketing campaign 
this week, pitching the package as a way for a domestic or foreign investor to 
quickly gain scale in multiple markets. � e properties have a history of strong 
leasing performance.TA runs a series of value-added vehicles and core separate accounts. As of March 
31, its funds had some $7.8 billion of assets under management, and the separate

See CORE on Page 11‘Last Mile’ Warehouses: The Next Hot Play?As major retailers expand their distribution networks to speed up delivery 
to consumers, some investors are turning their sights to warehouses in urban 
areas.

� e e-commerce explosion has already fueled a boom in the industrial sector, 
accounting for 30-40% of tenant demand for warehouses, according to JLL. As that 
activity pushed occupancy rates and rents to all-time highs, institutional investors 
entered the sector in big numbers, snatching up large distribution centers on the 
outskirts of major metropolitan areas.Now, as Amazon.com and other retailers race to get products to customers within 
a day, or even within hours, attention is turning to so-called “last mile” warehouses 
— smaller distribution properties in major population centers, where popular items 
can be positioned for near-instant home delivery.Many of the buildings in these densely populated areas are older, Class-BSee WAREHOUSES on Page 8LA Complex Leased to Google Up for GrabsA developer is shopping a historic airplane hangar and adjacent buildings in the 

Playa Vista section of Los Angeles that Google is converting into a regional head-
quarters.

� e four buildings, which will encompass 525,000 square feet once Google builds 
out the space, are expected to fetch roughly $300 million. � e property is part of the 
former Howard Hughes Aircraft plant, which the seller, Los Angeles-based Ratkovich 

Co., has turned into an o�  ce complex dubbed Hercules Campus. HFF has the listing.
� e marketing campaign likens the play to a purchase of a bond issued by 

Google’s parent, Alphabet. � e technology giant last month began paying $11 mil-
lion of annual rent under a 16-year, triple-net lease. � e agreement includes annual 
rent bumps of 3% and three extension options of � ve years apiece. Alphabet has an 
option to buy the property a� er the initial lease term, at a 5% capitalization rate
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